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Abstract

This contribution deals with multi-instance classification, where the labeled data
samples are bags composed on instances instead of labeled instances as in stan-
dard classification. Every bag contains a number of traditional instances (de-
scribed by a number of attributes) and the number of instances is not usually
the same in all the bags. So, the whole bag is labeled but the instances that
compose the bag are not individually labeled. We propose a fuzzy sets based
extension of the well known algorithm called Citation-KNN, a reference method
in multi-instance classification. Citation-KNN uses two types of examples in the
classification rule: neighbors and citers of the bag to be classified. We analyze
two versions of our proposal, one of them using both neighbors and citers, and
the other one using only neighbors. Our approach uses the Hausdorff distance
and it is based on the FuzzyKNN algorithm.

Several data-sets from KEEL data-set repository are used in the experi-
mental study and we compare our proposals with the original Citation-KNN
algorithm.

1 Introduction

In multi-instance classification (MIC)[1], the data examples are unordered col-
lections (bags) of instances. The instances are similar than the examples used
in standard classification. So, all the instances have the same structure. On the
other hand, the number of instances can vary among bags. The main character-
istic of MIC is the absence of the classification label in each instance, the class
label is assigned to the bag as a whole. Therefore, the data-sets used in MIC
are more complex than the used in standard classification and it is necessary to
use specific learning algorithms to classify unknown bags.

There are several algorithms for dealing with MIC in the specialized liter-
ature [2] [3]. Many of them are based on algorithms proposed for standard
classification. One example is the Citation-KNN algorithm [4], a MIC learning
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method based on the well known k-nearest neighbor classification algorithm.
Citation-KNN uses in its classification rule the ”citers” of the bag to be classi-
fied, apart from the neighbors of that bag. Citers are the bags that include the
bag to be classified in their neighboring.

When applying a k-nearest neighbor approach, a way to measure the distance
between two examples is needed. In the context of MIC, an example is a bag
that contains multiple instances. Therefore, it is necessary to characterize how
the distance between two sets of instances could be measured. We will employ
the same metric used in the description of Citation-KNN [4]: the Hausdorff
distance.

Fuzzy sets theory have been widely used in many traditional (single-instance)
machine learning applications, specially in classification tasks, but so far not
in MIC. In a recent contribution [5], a framework for multi-instance classi-
fiers based on fuzzy set theory is presented. From the best of our knowledge,
there are no proposals of fuzzy nearest neighbor approaches adapted to MIC. In
[6], a fuzzy-based adaptation of the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is proposed
(FuzzyKNN). This method is considered the major reference in the combina-
tion of fuzzy logic and K-nearest neighbor. A recent published review [7] in
fuzzy nearest neighbors algorithms, performs a comparative study among many
proposals and FuzzyKNN obtains very accurate results.

The main purpose of this contribution is to extend the Citation-KNN al-
gorithm, proposing a fuzzy-based adaptation of that method. We will use in
our learning method some ideas used for designing the FuzzyKNN algorithm.
Our proposal includes a preliminary phase in which membership values for each
class are calculated for every example of the training data-set. For classifying a
new example, a membership degree for each class is computed, considering the
membership values obtained in the first phase weighted by the distance to the
new example. The class with greater membership degree is assigned. We will
analyze two variants depending on the examples used for calculating the class
membership degree: one of them considers both neighbors and citers of the new
example, and the other one only considers the neighbors.

In order to illustrate the good performance of the proposed fuzzy citation-
KNN algorithm, we will compare the obtained results among the original Citation-
KNN method and the two versions of our proposal: with and without consider-
ing the citers in the classification rule.

We have selected a collection of binary-class MIC data-sets from KEEL
data-set repository [8] for developing our experimental analysis. Furthermore,
we will perform a statistical analysis using non-parametric tests [9] [10] [11] to
find significant differences among the obtained results.

This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces the prelim-
inary concepts used in this paper: multi-instance classification, the distance
metric used (Hausdorff distance) and the Citation-KNN algorithm. Next, in
Section 3 we will describe our proposal, a fuzzy-based approach of the Citation-
KNN algorithm. The next section describes the experimental study. Finally, in
Section 5, some conclusions will be pointed out.



Figure 1: Hausdorff distance in a two-dimensional instance space

2 Preliminaries

This section introduces the main concepts of multi-instance classification, de-
fines the Hausdorff distance and describes the algorithm used for design our
proposal: Citation-KNN.

2.1 Multi-instance classification

Multi-instance classification(MIC) was originally described in [1] and it has re-
ceived much attention since that seminal paper. There are several application
areas where MIC have been used. The drug activity was the first problem trying
to be solved by MIC [1]. Other examples are image classification [12], content-
based image retrieval [13] [14], web index page recomendation [15], robot control
[16] and bioinformatics [17].

A multi-instance data-set for a MIC problem has the following structure:

T = {(X1, l1), (X2, l2), . . . , (Xn, ln)}

Where Xi ∈ 2χ are labeled bags, that is, composed of non-labeled instances
whose universe of discourse is χ, which corresponds to the feature set describing
the instances. The value li is the class associated to the bag Xi and it is assumed
to be drawn from a finite set L. A multi-instance classifier Γ try to predict the
label of a new unlabeled bag, that is:

Γ : 2χ → L

There are several ways to group the MIC algorithms. Usual taxonomies are
based on the information level used to classify new bags. In [2], the multi-
instance classifiers are divided into three groups. One of them is called the
instance space paradigm, where the classification task rely on the instance-
level information. The other two groups use the bag-level information for the
classification task: the bag-space paradigm and the embedded space paradigm.
A brief description of each paradigm is presented next:



• Instance space paradigm: In this paradigm, a instance-level classifier is
build to discriminate the instances in positive bags from those in negative
ones. The final bag-level classifier is obtained by aggregating instance-
level scores. The learning process considers the characteristic of individ-
ual instances, not the characteristics of the whole bag. Methods of this
paradigm are Axis-Paralel Rectangle [1], Diverse Density [18] and miSVM
[19].

• Bag space paradigm: In this case, the classification of a new bag rely on the
information provided for the whole bag, not for the individual instances.
Algorithms that follow this paradigm are Citation-KNN [4] and MI-Graph
[20].

• Embedded space paradigm: this paradigm performs a mapping from the
bag space to a single vector space. Next, a traditional single-instance
classifier is trained. Examples are SimpleMI [21], YARDS [22], DD-SVM
[23], MILES [24], GMIL [25] and BARTMIP [26].

Figure 2: 2-nearest citers of bag 6

2.2 Distance metric

All methods that follow the nearest neighbor approach consider a subgroup of
nearest elements in the classification process. Therefore, it is necessary to choose
a distance value between two bags in a multi-instance framework. However, a
bag is an unordered set of instances and two bags can contain different number
of instances. There are some metrics proposed in the MIC literature: the Haus-
dorff distance (used in Citation-KNN algorithm) [4], the Earth Movers Distance
(EMD) [27], the Chamfer distance [28], etc.

Given two set of instances A = {a1, . . . , an} and B = {b1, . . . , bm}, the
Hausdorff distance (H(A,B)) is defined as [4]:

H(A,B) = max{h(A,B), h(B,A)}



where

h(A,B) = max
a∈A

min
b∈B
‖a− b‖

The Hausdorff distance is very sensitive to a single outlying point of A or B.
To increase the robustness with respect to noise, a possible modification to the
Hausdorff distance is to take the k-th ranked distance rather than the largest
ranked one:

hk(A,B) = kth
a∈A

min
b∈B
‖a− b‖

When k = m, the distance is the same as h(A,B) defined above and it is
called the maximal Hausdorff distance. When k = 1, the minimal one of the m
distances determines the value of the distance:

h1(A,B) = min
a∈A

min
b∈B
‖a− b‖ = min

b∈B
min
a∈A
‖b− a‖ = h1(B,A)

In this case H(A,B) = H(B,A) = h1(A,B) = h1(B,A). We will use this
minimal Hausdorff distance due to its better behavior than the original formula-
tion (maximal Hausdorff distance), as it is shown in the experiments developed
in [4]. A graphical example of the Hausdorff distance in a two-dimensional
instance space is shown in Figure 1.

2.3 Citation-KNN algorithm

This algorithm [4] was designed specifically for MIC and follows the nearest
neighbor approach. For classifying a new bag b, Citation-KNN not only con-
siders the neighbors of b (called references in [4]), but also considers the bags
that count b as a neighbor (called citers). Therefore, the K-nearest references
of b are the K-nearest neighbors of b. For setting up the C-nearest citers, the
C-nearest neighbors of all bags are located. Next, every bag that includes b in
his C-nearest neighboring is a citer of b. We must note that, given a C value,
the number of citers of a bag cannot be determined a priori. For example, given
a data-set with five bags {b1, b2, b3, b4, b5}, their nearest neighbors are shown in
Table 1. Therefore, if K = 3, the K-nearest neighbors of b3 are {b4, b6, b1}. On
the other hand, if C = 2, the C-nearest citers of b4 is the set {b1, b3, b5, b6}, the
C-nearest citers of b2 is the set {b1}, the C-nearest citers of b6 is the set {b3, b5}
and there are no C-nearest citers for b5. Figure 2 shows graphically the process
of calculating the 2-nearest citers of one bag. In the figure, a two dimensional
distribution of bags is considered and the euclidean distance between two bags
is equivalent to the minimal Hausdorff distance of these two bags, following the
relationship shown in Table 1. In the original description of Citation-KNN [4],
the value C was empirically set to K + 2, reflecting that citers seem to be more
important than neighbors.

Therefore, Citation-KNN needs to give a distance metric and two parame-
ters. The minimal Hausdorff distance is proposed in the definition paper. One



Table 1: Nearest neighbors of six bags
K = 1 K = 2 K = 3 K = 4 K = 5

b1 b4 b2 b3 b6 b5
b2 b1 b3 b4 b6 b5
b3 b4 b6 b1 b2 b5
b4 b1 b3 b6 b2 b5
b5 b6 b4 b1 b3 b2
b6 b4 b3 b5 b1 b2

µc(b) =

K∑
i=1

µc(xi)(1/‖b− xi‖2/(m−1)) +

nc(b)∑
j=1

µc(xj)(1/‖b− xj‖2/(m−1))

K∑
i=1

(1/‖b− xi‖2/(m−1)) +

nc(b)∑
j=1

(1/‖b− xj‖2/(m−1))

(1)

of the parameters is the number of references (or neighbors), the parameter K,
and the other one is the parameter C, that determines the set of citers. Con-
sidering binary-class MIC problems, four values are calculated for deriving the
class label of a new unseen bag b. Being Ne(b) the set of K-nearest neighbors
of bk and Ci(b) the set of C-nearest citers of b, the values are:

• Kp: Number of positive bags in Ne(b)

• Kn: Number of negative bags in Ne(b)

• Cp: Number of positive bags in Ci(b)

• Cn: Number of negative bags in Ci(b)

Once these values have been calculated, the classification rule is:

if (Kp + Cp > Kn + Cn) then
class = positive

else
class = negative

end if
return(class)

Obviously, Kp + Kn = K, but the total number of citers (Cp + Cn) is not
known a priori. Therefore, whether K is odd or even and wether C is odd or
even, the sum Kp+Cp+Kn+Cn can be an even number. So, a tie between the
number of positive bags and negative bags is possible. In the original Citation-
KNN algorithm [4], the tie is always solved assigning the negative class to the



bag (as in the classification rule shown before). This decision was caused by the
two data-sets used for testing the algorithm in the paper (musk1 and musk2).
In the musk1 data-set, the authors found some contradictory cases of negative
bags with majority of positive bags in their neighbors. We think that decision
can be justified if there is some bonus information about a concrete data-set
as in the previous case. When using Citation-KNN as a general purpose MIC
learning algorithm, we think that the possible ties must be resolved by means
of a more generic rule, as we will explain in the experimental section.

3 Fuzzy-based approach of Citation-KNN algorithm

In this section we present our proposal, a new fuzzy-based algorithm for MIC
that follows the structure of Citation-KNN. The method is composed of two
stages:

• A preliminary phase where class membership are derived, obtaining a
value in [0, 1] for each instance and class of the training data-set. In [6]
three possibilities for computing these membership values was proposed,
being the ’crisp’ option one of them. The best performing method needs,
for each instance xi of the training data-set, to compute its kinit near-
est neighbors. Then, the membership values are assigned according the
following function:

µc(xi) =

{
0.51 + (vc/kinit)× 0.49 if c = ω

(vc/kinit)× 0.49 otherwise

where vc is the number of neighbors belonging to class c and ω is the orig-
inal class label of xi. The parameter kinit is usually set to a value between
{3, . . . , 10} [7]. The sum of all the membership values will always be 1.
The effect of eq.3 is that bags close to the center of the class distribution
keep their original crisp membership values (1.0 to the original class and
0.0 to the rest of classes). However, bags close to the boundaries among
classes divide part of their membership values among the nearest classes.
We must note that the coefficients ensure that the largest membership
value will be assigned to the ω class, regardless of the neighboring bags.

• Classification rule. For a new unseen bag b, the K-nearest neighbors and
the C-nearest citers are computed as well as described for the Citation-
KNN algorithm. Then, a membership degree of b in each class is calcu-
lated, where each neighbor of b and each citer of b votes for each class using
their membership values previously computed. These votes are weighted
over the inverse of the distance to b. Finally, all votes are added according
the equation used (equation 1). In that equation, nc(b) is the number of
citers of bag b. It can be seen that the neighbors of b and the citers of
b contributes equally to the calculus. The parameter m determines how
heavily the distance is weighted when calculating each neighbor or citer



contribution to the membership value. As m increases, the relative dis-
tances from b have less effect. As m approaches to one, the closer neighbors
contribute much more than those farther away.

Finally, the class with the greatest combined vote is assigned to b. In
the unlikely case of a tie between combined votes, the class of the nearest
neighbor to b is the final prediction. An advantage of using this fuzzy
scheme is the level of assurance in the classification, provided for the class
membership values [6].

Therefore, considering a binary-class MIC problem, the classification rule is:

if (µp(b) > µn(b)) then
class = positive

else
if (µp(b) < µn(b)) then

class = negative
else

class = 1NN(b)
end if

end if
return(class)

Where µp(b) is the membership value obtained for the positive class, µn(b)
is the membership value of the negative class and 1NN(b) is the class of the
nearest neighbor of b. We denote this proposal as FuzzyCitation-KNN, since it
is a fuzzy-based extension of the Citation-KNN algorithm.

We are also interested in analyze the behavior of our proposal in a more
classical nearest neighbor way, in that the classification rule ignores the citers
and only uses the neighbors. In this case, the classification rule remains equal
than FuzzyCitation-KNN but the calculus of the membership degree of b in each
class is modified. So, the equation of figure 3 is simplified as it only considers
the contribution of the neighbors:

µc(b) =

K∑
i=1

µc(xi)(1/‖b− xi‖2/(m−1))

K∑
i=1

(1/‖b− xi‖2/(m−1))

Therefore, this last approach can be considered a MIC adaptation of the
FuzzyKNN method [6] and we have denoted this algorithm as FuzzyKNN-MIC.

4 Experimental Study

In this section, we will first provide details of the binary class multi-instance
problems chosen for the experimentation (subsection 4.1). Next, we will in-



troduce the methods selected for comparison and a brief discussion over the
parameters setting (subsection 4.2). Then, we will describe the statistical tests
applied to compare the obtained results along the experimental study (subsec-
tion 4.3). Finally, we show the results obtained for all the methods and the
statistical analysis (subsection 4.4).

4.1 Data-sets

We have used ten binary class multi-instance data-sets from KEEL data-set
repository [8]1. Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of these data-sets: num-
ber of bags, number of positive bags, number of negative bags and number of
attributes. There are different imbalance ratios, from totally balanced data-sets
to data-sets with a certain degree of imbalanced, like the three mutagenesis
data-sets.

Table 2: Summary description of data-sets.
Data-set #Bags. #Pos. #Neg #Atts.
eastwest 20 10 10 26
elephant 200 100 100 232
fox 200 100 100 232
musk1 92 45 47 168
musk2 101 62 39 168
mutagenesis-atoms 188 63 125 12
mutagenesis-bonds 188 63 125 12
mutagenesis-chains 188 63 125 26
tiger 200 100 100 232
westeast 20 10 10 26

4.2 Algorithms of comparison and parameters

We will compare the performance of our two proposals (FuzzyCitation-KNN
and FuzzyKNN-MIC) and the method in which they are based, the original
Citation-KNN method [4]. We have modified the original rule of Citation-KNN
for the case of a tie, as the reason for the original rule was determined for a
single data-set. If the sum of neighbors and citers belonging to the positive
class is equal to the sum of neighbors and citers of the negative class, the final
prediction is the label class of the nearest neighbor.

We will use the leave-one-out scheme in the experiments. Therefore, the
training data-set used for calculating the initial membership values in the two
fuzzy methods (FuzzyCitation-KNN and FuzzyKNN-MIC) is the whole data-set
except the bag to be classified.

For all the algorithms, we have used the minimal Hausdorff distance as metric
for determining the nearest neighbors. The range values for the K parameter

1http://www.keel.es/dataset.php



Table 5: Prediction accuracy for different values of K
Algorithm K = 0 K = 1 K = 2 K = 3 K = 4 K = 5 K = 6 K = 7
Citation-KNN 68.41 68.41 68.41 69.04 68.73 69.11 68.87 69.03
FuzzyKNN-MIC – 68.41 68.71 68.81 69.02 68.97 68.56 69.76
FuzzyCitation-KNN 67.92 69.79 69.41 70.92 71.51 70.74 71.51 71.60

is the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. It is not usual to choose even numbers for the
K parameter in the K-nearest neighbor based algorithms when dealing with
binary-class problems. The reason is to avoid the possible ties between positive
and negative neighbors. In our proposals (both fuzzy methods), the use of
membership values of the training data-set weighted by the distance, reduces
hugely the possibility of a tie in the two final class membership values. In
the Citation-KNN algorithm, as mentioned in Section 2.3, there is the same
probability of finding a tie if K is an odd or an even number. Therefore, there
are no reasons for removing even values of K in our experiments.

Considering the two algorithms that use the citers of a bag (Citation-KNN
and FuzzyCitation-KNN), the value C is set to K+2 in all cases, as it is recom-
mended in [4]. For these two algorithms, we have included in the experiments
the possibility of K = 0 and so, C = 2. In this case, only the citers of the bag to
be classified contribute for the calculus of the membership values. The option
of K = 0 was also included in the experiments developed in [4].

Our two fuzzy proposals also require values for two parameters used in the
equation shown in figure 3. The parameter m, that regulates the distance
weighting and the kinit parameter, that determines the number of neighbors used
in the calculus of the membership values of the first phase of both algorithms.
The parameter m is set to 2, the same value used in the FuzzyKNN definition
paper [6]. The range of recommended values for parameter kinit in [7] is the
set {3, . . . , 10}. Preliminary proofs shown that both proposed methods present
better results with lower values of kinit, as well as the limited influence of this
parameter in the algorithms behavior. We have run our two proposals (with all
the possible values for parameter K), considering three values for kinit ({3, 4, 5}).
The mean results in accuracy of these experiments are shown in Table 3. It can
be observed that the differences are tight and the best mean accuracy were
obtained with kinit = 3 in both methods. Therefore, we suggest kinit = 3. Only
the obtained results with this value are shown in the tables of results of the next
subsection. Table 4 summarizes the parameters chosen for each method.

Table 3: Mean of prediction accuracy with K = {1, . . . , 7} for different values
of kinit

Algorithm kinit = 3 kinit = 4 kinit = 5
FuzyKNN-MIC 68.91 68.60 68.24
FuzzyCitation-KNN 70.89 70.83 70.11



4.3 Statistical tests for performance comparison

In order to carry out the comparison of the classifiers appropriately, non-parametric
tests should be considered, according to the recommendations made in [9][10].
In this contribution, we consider the Friedman Aligned test for both computing
the ranking of the algorithms according to its performance and the p-value that
determines significant differences among the results. Then, we proceed with a
Holm non-parametric statistical procedure for 1 ·n comparisons. Therefore, the
adjusted p-values (APV) associated with each comparison are obtained, which
represent the lowest level of significance of a hypothesis that results in a re-
jection. Any interested reader can find additional information on the thematic
website http://sci2s.ugr.es/sicidm/, where software for the application of
the statistical tests is provided.

Table 4: Parameter setting
Algorithm K C m kinit
Citation-KNN {0, . . . , 7} K+2

– –
FuzzyCitation-KNN

2 3
FuzzyKNN-MIC {1, . . . , 7} –

4.4 Experimental Analysis

Table 5 shows the mean of the prediction accuracy (in %) obtained for the three
algorithms for each value of parameter K. The best value for each algorithm
is stressed in boldface. As it can be observed, FuzzyCitation-KNN obtains the
best accuracy for all possible values of K (except for the case K = 0 respect to
Citation-KNN). Besides, there is no high variations depending on the value of
K in the three algorithms. Thus, the fuzzy-based adaptation of Citation-KNN
results in a more accurate way to deal with MIC.

Next, we compare the individual results for each data-set considering the
best value of K for each algorithm in Table 6. FuzzyCitation-KNN obtains
better accuracy than the other algorithms in the majority of data-sets.

In order to validate these results, we show the results of the statistical analy-
sis performed (described in subsection 4.3). The p-value computed by Friedman
Aligned test is 0.02383, implying that there are significant differences among
the algorithms compared in this analysis. Therefore, we carry out a post-hoc
test (Holm) in order to determine whether the control method (FuzzyCitation-
KNN) outperforms the other algorithms. Table 7 shows the results obtained
by applying post hoc methods over the results of Friedman Aligned procedure.
The obtained adjusted p-values (APV) show significative differences between
the best method (FuzzyCitation-KNN) and the other two methods used for
comparison.



Table 6: Data-sets accuracy considering the K-value that obtains better accu-
racy average

Data-set FKNN-MIC Cit-KNN FCit-KNN
K=7 K=5 K=7

eastwest 50.0 55.0 50.0
elephant 80.5 79.0 83.5
fox 61.0 61.0 61.5
musk1 76.1 78.3 82.6
musk2 72.3 74.3 79.2
mutagenesis-atoms 73.9 75.0 74.5
mutagenesis-bonds 77.1 76.6 76.1
mutagenesis-chains 78.2 74.5 78.2
tiger 78.5 77.5 80.5
westeast 50.0 40.0 50.0

Mean 69.76 69.11 71.60

Table 7: Average results with standard deviation average per data-set, Ranks
(Friedman Aligned test) and APVs (Holm test). Control method is pointed out
with asterisks.

Algorithm Acc. average Ranking APV
Citation-KNN 69.11 19.35 (3) 0.031643
FuzzyKNN-MIC 69.76 17.3 (2) 0.058451
FuzzyCitationKNN 71.60 9.85 (1) *******

5 Conclusions

This contribution proposes a new fuzzy approach for multi-instance classification
based on the Citation-KNN algorithm, a reference method in the multi-instance
community. Our proposal performs a fuzzy adaptation similar to the proposed
in the FuzzyKNN method, a successful fuzzy adaptation of the general K-NN
classifier. We have analyzed two options of our proposal, one of them considering
neighbors and citers in the classification rule (named FuzzyCitation-KNN) and
the other one considering only the neighbors in the classification rule (denoted
FuzzyKNN-MIC). FuzzyCitation-KNN outperforms significantly the other two
methods and it presents a regular behavior when varying the value of parameter
K.

In future works, we will extend this study incorporating new multi-instance
data-sets and testing the performance of the two algorithms proposed with other
distance metrics.
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